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NORA KELLEY
Nora has been with Inclusive Fitness since May of 2021 and has completed almost 75
sessions! She trains one-on-one with Coach Jay twice a week, in addition to coming in for
weekly sessions as a part of her day program.
Inclusive Fitness has made a huge difference in Nora's strength and stability. With a history of many
falls, (seven fractures and a torn ACL), safety and injury prevention have always been top of our list of
concerns for Nora's wellbeing. There is no overstating the value of IF in Nora's life. The stability she has
gained in less than a year of workouts is remarkable. It has been a game changer for Nora and for us.
Plus Nora loves going, enthusiastically marching into each workout, giving it her all, and leaving proud
of herself and in an excellent mood (usually singing the whole way home). She loves it.
-Laurie Kelley

Why is fitness especially important to you?
"Fitness is important so I can be strong."

What is your favorite part of training at Inclusive Fitness?
"My favorite part is seeing everybody at the gym like Coach Kristin, Coach
Greg, and Jay, my trainer. Also, my favorite part is talking with coach Jay
about football."
What results have you seen since you joined
Inclusive Fitness?
"It helps my legs, it helps my knee, I have
more energy and my balance is better."
What part of the workout helps you the
most?
"The part of the workout that helps me the
most is high body and low body."
(Upper body and lower body.)
What makes you most proud about being an
IF athlete?
"I am proud of myself becuase I can do stepups."
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MEET COACH SHAYNA
Being active has always been a
part of who I am. Several years
ago, however, between the loss of
my mother and giving birth to
three children, fitness took a back
seat. When I realized I needed a
way to be more active, I decided
to turn a passion for fitness into
my career.
With a background in biology and
nutrition, I became an ACE
certified personal trainer, group
fitness instructor, and orthopedic
exercise specialist.
A few years into training, I had a calling for something more. My mother was
an RN who worked for DDS and, as a teen, I had volunteered at many of the
residential facilities. Following her legacy, I began to research how I could
apply my skills to best serve the neurodivergent population. I quickly
connected with Greg Austin and fell in love with his dream of bringing
Inclusive Fitness to the Boston area. Shortly thereafter, I became a certified
Autism Fitness professional.
A little less than two years later and IF is not only a reality, it's become an
amazing community of which I am honored to be a part. Watching people
make progress and discover what their bodies are capable of has always been
my favorite part of working with others and it's an almost daily experience
here!

www.InclusiveFitness.com
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EXERCISE SPOTLIGHT: SANDBELL PRESS
It's easy to overlook the importance of pressing things overhead because it
seems so rudimentary. Shoulder strength and stability - which we develop
with exercises like the Sandbell Press - is vital to long-term health, injury
prevention and productivity. Sandbell Presses enable our athletes to develop
skills that directly translate to many daily activities, like shelving and
unshelving items in a cabinet. Shoulder and trunk stability also plays an
important role in postural control. Consider some of these the "stand up
straight" muscles. Standing up straight should not be a constant process of
reminding; rather it is the natural result of the muscles being strong and
stable enough to resist fatigue. So, charm school had it wrong.
Grip strength is another great benefit of
presses. Because we often use Sandbells,
which are soft and do not provide a
handle, an additional grip challenge is
introduced. Grip is essential for many
gross and fine motor tasks throughout the
day. From carrying items to texting to
brushing teeth. One of our "super secret"
coaching practices is keeping an eye on
our athlete's feet even (and particularly)
when they're performing an upper body
exercise. Rooting, or being able to keep
the feet anchored to the floor, during an
overhead press is going to indicate trunk
stability. When our athletes are rooted,
there's a greater chance that overhead
press is going to look good. So, we press
onward and upward as overhead presses
build strength and stability that will
transfer beyond the gym.

www.InclusiveFitness.com
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STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING: THE
ULTIMATE SENSORY EXPERIENCE
Written by: Greg Austin, President and Founder of Inclusive Fitness
When giving tours of Inclusive Fitness, I sometimes get questions like, “Do
you have a sensory space?” or “Why don’t you include a sensory gym as part
of your business?” My answer is straightforward but at first may be a little
perplexing for some. I gesture to the main floor of the center and say
“You’re looking at it. This is the ideal sensory gym.”
The image of a sensory gym that typically comes to mind includes swings,
trampolines, therapy balls, ball pits, and other pieces of equipment designed
to provide proprioceptive and vestibular sensory feedback. These can be
great spaces for people to engage, learn and experience valuable input.
As people mature, however, they need to develop skills, habits and the
physical strength, stability, and stamina necessary to navigate their
environments and lead fulfilling and productive lives. This means being able
to push, pull, hinge, crawl, and rotate in space safely, confidently and with
good biomechanics. In my opinion, it means strength and conditioning
training that challenges the body and mind consistently over time.
In our latest episode of Raising The Bar podcast, we are joined by some
special guests as we discuss expanding the concept of the sensory
experience to include strength and conditioning training. I hope you’ll take a
listen and share your thoughts and questions with us.
Photo: Inclusive Fitness Athlete, Will, poses
in front of his workout board next to the
number "75" indicating he has just completed
his 75th session.

www.InclusiveFitness.com
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INCLUSIVE FITNESS HOSTS AN OPEN HOUSE
We train many amazing athletes from towns like Brookline,
Dedham, Natick, Newton, Wellesley, West Roxbury, and other
towns in the Boston area. Additionally, many of our athletes belong
to schools and community programs like Nashoba Learning Group,
the New England Center for Children, and The Price Center.
Watch some of our testimonials and see the progress that one of
our amazing athletes has made over the past year!
We'd love to get to know more of you. During the months of April
and May we will be hosting several open houses so people can
experience our program first-hand, see our space, take a tour, try
some of our strength and conditioning exercises, meet our coaches,
and enjoy some light refreshments.
If you're interested in joining us at one of our open houses, please
RSVP and choose a date that works well for you. Every nonmember who attends will have their name entered into a raffle to
win a 4-pack of one-on-one training sessions.
Be on the lookout for future dates. We’re always open to
suggestions if you have a particular date or group in mind. You can
email us at info@InclusiveFitness.com.

www.InclusiveFitness.com
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NEWS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
Doug Flutie Jr. Foundation Scholarship Fund
We have already started supporting several athletes thanks
to the generosity of your many donations.
We're excited to see those athletes already making
tremendous progress in their programs.
If you haven't yet contributed and are interested in making
a difference, please consider donating by clicking HERE.
The Price Center
Our collaboration with The Price Center has been rolling
along since the beginning of February, and those who have
participated consistently are getting noticeably stronger!
Also, this week, one of our non-speaking participants
helped out by arranging the visual exercise magnets and on
the whiteboard from memory, in the right spots and the
right order. Way to go!

MASK MANDATE AND COVID-19 UPDATE
At this time, we are aligning with the Boston
Public Schools and their recommendations
regarding mask policies.
Therefore, we are still requiring masks to be
worn in the IF facility.
When BPS lifts their mask mandate, masks
will be optional during sessions.
We will continue our sanitization protocol
indefinitely.

www.InclusiveFitness.com

